Introduction

The signal transducer and activator of transcription (Stat) family includes 7 gene products (Stats 1-4, 5a, 5b, and 6) that function as mediators of cytokine and growth factor signaling. When activated, cytoplasmic Stats become phosphorylated on a positionally conserved tyrosine residue, translocate to the nucleus, and bind as dimers to DNA target sequences to modulate transcription of target genes [1, 2]. Compared with normal cells and tissues, constitutively activated Stats have been detected in a wide range of human cancer cell lines and primary tumors, including leukemias, lymphomas, melanomas, prostate, ovarian, lung, and breast cancers [3]. Constitutive activation of Stat3, for instance, has been reported in human breast carcinoma cell lines but not in mammary epithelial cell lines established from non-malignant tissues [4, 5]. Elevated levels of activated Stat3 have been associated with increased breast cancer cell proliferation, survival and metastasis in experimental settings [6-11]. Furthermore, suppression of Stat3 expression in breast cancer cells has been shown to cause apoptosis, inhibit cell growth, and reduce invasive potential, implicating Stat3 as a promoter of breast tumor growth and progression [12-15]. Consistent with a role for activated Stat3 in breast...
cancer progression, elevated Stat3 activity was detected in tumors compared with matched nonneoplastic tissues, and tumor levels of activated Stat3 were lower in patients who had a complete pathologic response to neoadjuvant docetaxel and doxorubicin therapy than those of patients who had a partial pathologic response [16].

Despite the extensive data suggesting that Stat3 promotes human breast cancer progression, the prognostic value of Stat3 in breast cancer remains controversial and unresolved based on four studies of clinical outcome. An initial immunohistochemical analysis of 62 breast cancer specimens indicated no correlation between levels of nuclear localized Stat3 and patient survival [17]. Analysis of 255 node-negative breast cancer specimens stained using a phospho-Stat3 specific antibody revealed an association between elevated levels of nuclear localized, tyrosine phosphorylated Stat3 (Nuc-pYStat3) and a modestly improved overall survival at both 5- and 20-year follow-up [18]. This effect was significant in multivariate analysis (HR=2.35, 95% CI(1.01-5.46), P=0.0469) [18]. A third study on 517 human breast cancer tissues reported that total Stat3 protein expression regardless of nuclear staining did not correlate with patient survival [19]. Finally, a fourth study on 102 primary invasive breast cancers found that elevated levels of total Stat3 protein expression was significantly correlated with a decreased overall 5 year survival rate [20]. This effect was also significant in multivariate analysis (OR=2.5, 95% CI(1.1-5.6), P=0.024) [20]. Among the four studies, only Dolled-Filhart and colleagues examined levels of Nuc-pYStat3, which are arguably more reflective of transcriptional activation than levels of cellular Stat3 protein. Furthermore, this study was unique in that it was confined to node-negative patients. Based on the apparently contradictory clinical outcome data from the four initial studies, we analyzed levels of Nuc-pYStat3 in a larger breast cancer material that included patients with both node-negative and node-positive disease.

We employed the same phospho-Stat3 antibody used by Dolled-Filhart and colleagues [18] to evaluate levels of Nuc-pYStat3 in 721 breast cancer specimens by immunohistochemical staining, and correlated the data with clinical outcome. Elevated levels of Nuc-pYStat3 were significantly associated with favorable prognosis in patients with low grade tumors in univariate analysis but not in multivariate analyses. Furthermore, Nuc-pYStat3 status was not correlated with survival when the entire material was analyzed combined, or when patient tumors were stratified by nodal status. Interestingly, quantitative analyses of levels of Nuc-pYStat3 in a breast cancer progression material showed a significant correlation with levels of Nuc-pYStat5 and unexpectedly revealed frequent reduction of levels of Nuc-pYStat3 in invasive and metastatic breast cancer compared to normal breast epithelia.

Materials and methods

Breast cancer materials

Paraffin-embedded breast cancer specimens from deidentified archival tissue microarrays were used in this retrospective study. A microarray material totaling 785 primary breast cancer specimens (0.6mm cores) for which clinical follow-up data were available in the form of overall survival data, as described previously as “Material B” [21]. Immunohistochemical analysis of levels of Nuc-pYStat3 was uninformative for 64 tumor samples because of missing or unrepresentative samples in the array sections analyzed. Demographic and clinical characteristics of the breast cancer specimens are presented in Table 1. The second tissue array was constructed using cutting edge matrix assembly [22] and represents a progression material containing normal breast tissues (N=40), DCIS (N=20), invasive ductal carcinomas (N=100), and lymph node metastases (N=20) as described previously [23].

Immunohistochemistry of Nuc-pYStat3

Phospho-Stat3 (Tyr705) antibody was purchased from Cell Signaling Technology (Beverly, MA). Sections of paraffin-embedded, formalin-fixed tissues from human breast cancers were deparaffinized in xylene for 2 x 15 min followed by rehydration in graded ethanol. Slides containing deparaffinized tissue sections were microwave treated in a pressure cooker in citrate solution (BioGenex Laboratories, San Ramon, CA). Endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked by incubating slides in 0.3% hydrogen peroxide for 10 min at room temperature, and nonspecific binding of immunoglobulin was minimized by preincubation in normal goat serum for 2 h at room temperature. The primary
antibody recognizing phosphorylated tyrosine 705 of active Stat3 (Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA) was diluted in 1% bovine serum albumin in phosphate-buffered saline and incubated with the samples at a final concentration of 0.6 μg/ml for 16 h. Antigen-antibody complexes were detected using biotinylated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Biogenex, San Ramon, CA) followed by streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase complex, using 3,3'-diaminobenzidine as chromogen and Mayer's hematoxylin as counterstain.

Individual breast tumor samples were scored in a blinded manner for active Stat3 levels as defined by nuclear localized and tyrosine phosphorylated Stat3 on a scale from 0 to 3, where 0 was undetectable and 1 to 3 represented detectable staining at three steps of increasing staining intensity and proportion of stained tumor cells (low, intermediate, and high). This scoring method corresponded to a simplified version of a general immunohistochemical scoring method [24]. For survival analysis, specimens with detectable levels of active Stat3 (scores of 1-3) constituted positive Nuc-pY-Stat3 status whereas specimens with undetectable levels of active Stat3 (score of 0) constituted negative Nuc-pY-Stat3 status. The second array was analyzed by AQUA using the AQUA/PM2000 Imaging Platform (HistoRx) as described previously [23].

Statistical methods

Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS software version 15.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL). Survival curves were calculated using the Kaplan-Meier method, and statistical significance was evaluated using the log-rank test. Hazard ratios (HR) for overall survival were estimated using the Cox proportional hazards regression model [25], and the assumption of proportional hazards was verified graphically. In the multivariate analyses, the Cox regression models were adjusted for Stat3 activation status (negative vs. positive), tumor size (continuous variable in millimeters), patient age at diagnosis (continuous variable in years), affected lymph nodes (positive vs. negative), and tumor histological grade (3 vs. 1-2). Reduced models were obtained by forward selection and exclusion level of 0.10. Considered significant was P<0.05, and 95% CI for the HR was calculated. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s T3 pairwise post-hoc test assuming unequal variances was used to test for differences in Nuc-pY-Stat3 levels between breast histology groups in the progression material. Pearson correlation analyses were used to test for associations between Nuc-pY-Stat3 and Nuc-pY-Stat5 or Nuc-Stat5a or Nuc-Stat5b.

Results

Of the 785 breast cancer specimens 721 (92%) were interpretable for Nuc-pY-Stat3 staining. Negative Nuc-pY-Stat3 status was observed in 350 (49%) of these tissues (score 0; Figure 1Aa), and positive Nuc-pY-Stat3 staining was observed in 371 (51%) of these tissues (scores 1-3; Figure 1Ab). The distribution of Nuc-pYStat3 scores is shown in Figure 1B, and was consistent with the distribution previously reported for a set of node-negative breast cancer samples using the same antibody [18]. Kaplan-Meier analysis was performed to examine the association between Nuc-pY-Stat3 staining and overall survival. Among all samples, patients whose tumors had positive Nuc-pY-Stat3 status tended to have better survival, but the difference was not statistically significant (P=0.081,
When specimens were stratified by tumor grade, however, patients with low grade tumors with positive Nuc-pYStat3 status had a significantly prolonged overall survival as compared to those with negative Nuc-pYStat3 status (P=0.014, Figure 2B). Among patients with high grade tumors, there was no difference in overall survival between positive or negative Stat3 activation status (P=0.711, Figure 2C).
patients were stratified by nodal status (negative versus positive), Nuc-pYStat3 status was not associated with overall survival in this material (Table 2).

To assess the ability of Nuc-pYStat3 status to predict breast cancer-specific survival, multivariate analyses were performed using Cox’s proportional hazards regression model. Taking into account other prognostic factors including age, nodal status, tumor grade, and tumor stage, multivariate analysis showed that Nuc-pYStat3 was not an independent marker of breast cancer prognosis among all patients (P=0.238), patients with low grade tumors (P=0.200), patients with high grade tumors (P=0.583), patients with lymph node negative disease (P=0.722) or patients with lymph node positive disease (P=0.167) (Table 2). Independent prognostic factors associated with increased risk of death in this study were 1) high tumor grade (HR=2.482, P<0.001), 2) positive lymph node status (HR=2.402, P<0.001), and 3) age (HR=1.029 per year, P<0.001).

Interestingly, levels of Nuc-pYStat3 within this breast cancer material correlated with Nuc-pYStat5 (r=0.245, P<0.001). This was unexpected in light of the presumed tumor progression-promoting role of Stat3 and the fact that Nuc-pYStat5 is an established favorable prognostic marker in breast cancer [21, 26]. To validate this correlation in an independent material, we extended our studies using fluorescence-based immunohistochemistry and AQUA analysis of a progression breast cancer array, including normal tissues, ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC), and lymph node metastases (Figure 3A). Intriguingly, levels of Nuc-pYStat3 declined as tumors progressed (ANOVA P<0.001), with significant decreases relative to normal breast epithelia observed in grade 2 (P=0.011) and grade 3 (P<0.001) invasive breast cancer as well as
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lymph node metastatic breast cancer (P<0.001; Figure 3B left panel). Levels of Nuc-pYStat3 also appeared to be lower in DCIS and Grade 1 invasive breast cancer but these reductions did not reach statistical significance. The reduction of Nuc-pYStat3 paralleled the reduction in Nuc-pYStat5 measured in the same progression material (Figure 3B left panel). Within invasive carcinomas, a positive correlation between Nuc-pYStat3 and Nuc-pYStat5 was confirmed (r=0.393, P<0.001; Figure 3B right panel). Intriguingly, a strong positive correlation was observed between levels of Nuc-pYStat3 and nuclear Stat5a protein (r=0.633, P<0.001), while Nuc-pYStat3 did not correlate with nuclear Stat5b protein (r=0.190, P=0.104; Figure 3C).

Discussion

The present study indicates, based on the largest clinical breast cancer material examined so far, that levels of nuclear localized, tyrosine phosphorylated Stat3 (Nuc-pYStat3) are of limited broad prognostic value in breast cancer. The new information is unexpected in light of extensive experimental evidence in breast cancer. The data helps resolve contradictory data from previous reports on the prognostic value of Stat3 based on pathological scoring of diaminobenzidine chromogen staining [19], which is the first report of a combination of different readouts for Stat3 as well as differences in patient cohorts and length of clinical follow-up. The present study used the same phosphor-Stat3 antibody as that used by Dolled-Fihart [18], while the three other studies used Stat3 protein expression as the readout. The possibility remains that Stat3 has prognostic value in certain molecular subsets of breast cancer and this will be a subject of future investigation.

The present study unexpectedly revealed that levels of Nuc-pYStat3 are reduced over progression from normal breast epithelium to invasive and metastatic breast cancer. In this regard, Nuc-pYStat3 paralleled closely the pattern of Nuc-pYStat5, both markers displaying the highest levels within normal epithelia and the lowest in lymph node metastases. In contrast, Diaz and colleagues reported higher levels of Nuc-pYStat3 in tumors compared to nearby normal epithelia but the effect was not quantified [16]. A possible explanation for this apparent discrepancy is that nearby normal epithelia used in their study has lower Nuc-pYStat3 due to a cancer field effect than unmatched normal breast epithelia used in our study. We also observed that within invasive breast cancers, levels of Nuc-pYStat3 and Nuc-pYStat5 were positively correlated as determined by quantitative immunofluorescence. This correlation might be explainable predominantly by a correlation between Nuc-pYStat3 and Stat5a but not Stat5b. While a positive association between total protein levels of total Stat3 and Stat5 proteins was previously noted in breast cancer based on the positive correlation between levels of Nuc-pYStat3 and Stat5a or b and pY-Stat3 proteins in human breast cancer samples.

Recent studies have indicated that Stat5b and Stat5a play non-redundant roles in breast cancer [23], as Stat5a may promote differentiation.
of breast cancer cell lines [27-29] while Stat5b may promote proliferation and invasive characteristics [30, 31]. The fact that Nuc-pYStat3 levels are correlated with nuclear levels of Stat5a but not Stat5b protein raises the possibility that pro-differentiation effects of Stat5 may obscure the effects of Stat3 in breast cancer cells. Stat5 is a favorable prognostic marker in breast cancer [19, 21, 26], and tumors with combined Stat3 and Stat5 activation were reportedly more well-differentiated than those with Stat3 activation alone [32]. Intriguingly, Stat5-induced gene transcription was reported to be dominant over Stat3 [32]. Therefore, it is possible that when Stat3 is activated in combination with Stat5, the pro-differentiation effects of Stat5 mask the tumor progression-promoting effects of Stat3.

Our analyses suggest that there is limited broad prognostic value of Nuc-pYStat3 in breast cancer, despite clearly established roles of Stat3 in progression of breast cancer based on numerous experimental studies. Future studies will need to explore the prognostic value of Nuc-pYStat3 within molecularly defined subtypes of breast cancer, and also incorporate strategies to independently measure Stat3α and Stat3β, isoforms of Stat3 that may have very different functions [33]. The possibility of context-dependent, dual tumor promoting and tumor suppressive effects of Stat3 in breast cancer also needs to be considered [34].
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